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Gold is associated with higher ideals, wisdom,
understanding and enlightenment.  
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History of Gilding 
To our contemporary knowledge gold gilding exists at least for 5,000
years and started with wrapping of gold foils around objects in
Central Asia. 2,000 years ago purification of gold was developed in
the Middle East as a result the Egyptians were able to made micro
thin gold leafs. Our ancestors used different techniques from
inserting the leaf into cut grooves, via animal adhesives to 1,500
years of fire/mercury-gilding till the 18th century ... 

Gilding Protocol
We are using a range of gilding techniques depending on the
object, there’s water- & oil based size (glue), rabbit-skin glue and
gelatine for glass gilding.
Nevertheless there’s much more important steps involved than just
sizing;
the surface needs to be prepared, sanded, sealed, smoothed with
some coats of gypsum/gesso and clay-bole two coats of size,
double leafing, burnishing, application of 2-coats shellac / lacquer
and vanishing, plus as an option aging with antique patina /
asphaltum ... all depends on our project.



Our Expertise is 
Architectural Gilding 

Our  profession is to transform
mediocre spaces into beautiful

uplifting areas of living and working. 

Architectural Gilding plays an
important part in the

transformational process and it is our
pleasure to bring this ancient

technique into contemporary living
environments.   



Gold was and is since thousands of year back in our human history
a sign of wealth and power, which you can often find displayed in
significant places such as in churches, temples, on buddha
statues, in castles... just to name a few. 

Our aim is to boost the energy at your business or home and invite
wealth into your life.  "In our understanding wealth is not just about
financial success but also includes the ability for you to create a life
full of meaning, fulfilment and enhances your wellbeing"

Our method is the combination of a meaningful  symbol of your
choice, your name or the name of your company, words of wisdom
with 24ct gold - white-gold and/or rose-gold, platinum ... 

Gilding & Energy
“At the uppermost level, gold is associated

with higher ideals, wisdom, understanding and
enlightenment. It inspires knowledge,

spirituality and a deep understanding of the
self and the soul.” 



”The Love that is inside a product that is made
by the Artisan with passion & love, this energy

can not disappear and is always there...”
by Jean Claude Biver

A little bit about my history, the first twelve years I
grew up right under the world longest castle in
the medieval town of Burghausen on the Austrian
border. Then we moved for ten years into the
castle of Mickhausen and as expected I loved
always to visit other castles, churches and
museums in admiration of the displayed artwork
and architecture. But not only I grew up in a
castle I also was in charge to paint and renovate
this and many other old buildings, since my family
worked in real estate. 

My upbringing equipped me with a diverse
range of curaftsmanship skills and the love to

create inspiring places with precious metal leafs,
colours & Marmorino Veneziano
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